
Homework/Extension

Step 1: Single Nouns

National Curriculum Objectives:

English Year 1: (1G6.3) Regular plural noun suffixes –s or –es [for example, dog, dogs; wish, 
wishes], including the effects of these suffixes on the meaning of the noun
Terminology for pupils:

• (1G6.3) singular
• (1G6.3) plural

Differentiation: 

Questions 1, 4 and 7 (Varied Fluency)

Developing Write a list of singular nouns. Words featured are easily decodable without split 

digraphs.

Expected Write a list of singular nouns. Words featured are decodable with knowledge of 

all phonetic sounds required for the Year 1 phonics screening. 

Greater Depth Write a list of singular nouns. Some words featured are not easily 

decodable.

Questions 2, 5 and 8 (Varied Fluency)

Developing Find a route through a maze landing on singular nouns only. Words featured 

are easily decodable without split digraphs.

Expected Find a route through a maze landing on singular nouns only. Words featured are 

decodable with knowledge of all phonetic sounds required for the Year 1 phonics 

screening. 

Greater Depth Find a route through a maze landing on singular nouns only. Some words 

featured are not easily decodable.

Questions 3, 6 and 9 (Application and Reasoning)

Developing Find and explain a mistake in a list of singular nouns. Words featured are easily 

decodable without split digraphs.

Expected Find and explain a mistake in a list of singular nouns. Words featured are 

decodable with knowledge of all phonetic sounds required for the Year 1 phonics 

screening. 

Greater Depth Find and explain a mistake in sentences containing singular nouns. 

Sentences contain words which cannot be easily decoded.

More resources from our Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling 

scheme of work.
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Single Nouns

1. Jack is going shopping. He is going to buy one of each item. Write his list for him.

2. Help the dog find a path through the maze to reach the food. He can only land on 

singular nouns.

3. Lily and Max have written lists of singular nouns.

Who has made a mistake? Explain why.
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van web spots pans pegs

webs moon boats books cows

moons shell boat chair cow

shells pins rings chairs ring

Lily Max

star

coin

Sunday

crown

jars

zoo



Single Nouns

4. Yasmin is going shopping. She is going to buy one of each item. Write her list for her.

5. Help the bee find a path through the maze to reach the hive. It can only land on 

singular nouns.

6. Jessica and Noah have written lists of singular nouns.

Who has made a mistake? Explain why.
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farmer windmill carpets helpers schools

farmers rooftop towels shelters markets

windmills bedroom morning towel market

rooftops mornings sandpits Sundays Sunday

Jessica Noah

jacket

mornings

sunflower

carrot

peanut

flute



Single Nouns

7. Ritesh is going shopping. He is going to buy one of each item. Write his list for him.

8. Help the pirate find a path through the maze to reach the treasure. He can only land 

on singular nouns.

9. Olivia and Jackson have written sentences containing only singular nouns.

Who has made a mistake? Explain why.

_______________________________________________________________________
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kitchen August bicycles friends Tuesday

kitchens dinosaur bicycle friend Tuesdays

Mondays dinosaurs clothes pencil biscuit

mothers gerbils pencils biscuits gerbil

JacksonOlivia

I tidied my bedroom on Tuesday. I

I put my hoodie in the wardrobe

and my swimsuit in the drawer.

I am learning to play the guitar. I 

practise every Wednesday. I can 

also play the saxophones. 
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Developing

1. fork, brush, scarf, spoon

2. 

3. Max has made a mistake. He has written ‘jars’ which means more than one jar, so it is 

not a singular noun.

Expected

4. plate, toothbrush, rubber, soap

5.

6. Jessica has made a mistake. She has written ‘mornings’ which means more than one 

morning, so it is not a singular noun.

Greater Depth

7. pineapple, envelope, sandwich, wheelbarrow

8.

9. Jackson has made a mistake. He has written ‘saxophones’ which means more than 

one saxophone, so it is not a singular noun.
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